
WHY THE STREET IS WORRIED

Fear Factor 
After the recent fall, stock market valuations have 
slipped well below their long-term averages. Investors, 
who were left out in the previous run-up, may be 
tempted to enter the market but they should not buy 
expecting a sharp rebound after this fall, said analysts. 
The market will keep investors on the edge at least for 
the rest of  2015 as the government continues to face 
challenges to revive the economy. ET lists five issues 
that may nag investors over the next few months: 

Corporate Earnings
The lack of clarity on when earnings 
are likely to recover is one of the 
biggest concerns for investors. Many 
expected earnings to bottom out in 
the fourth quarter and start picking 
up later this year. But, with companies 
showing no signs of improvement 
in performance, some investors are 
wondering whether India deserves 
premium valuations.

Inflation & Interest Rates
Investors felt consumer inflation had 
bottomed out but such hopes have 
been dashed by unseasonal rains. 
There are worries that food inflation 
may spike, forcing RBI to delay 
interest rate cuts — considered a key 
trigger for the market.

Bihar Polls
Investors will closely watch the 
government’s actions in the run-up 
to the crucial Bihar elections later 
this year. With the rural economy 
expected to slow down due to the 
unseasonal rains, analysts expect 
some populist measures ahead of 
these polls, which may not 
go down well with the market.

US Interest Rates
A stronger dollar, once the US Fed 
starts increasing rates, may slow 
down foreign institutional flows into 
emerging markets like India. A section 
of the market is betting that the 
Fed may not hike rates this year, 
but the concern may hang over the 
market like a sword of Damocles.

Eurozone & Greece
Worries about Greece’s debt default and its exit from the Eurozone keep popping 
up once in a while sparking a global sell-off. While the confusion around Greece 
will keep investors guessing, many feel the country’s exit from the region would 
be calamitous in the short-term.

— Nishanth Vasudevan
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Downside From This Fall’ 
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NIFTY 8097 2.74
SENSEX 26717.37 2.63

Market Trends
STOCK INDICES (%)

FOREX RATE `-$ EXCHANGE RATE

OPEN

63.33

LAST*

63.54

Gold Rate
PRICES PER TROY OUNCE ($)

US India

OPEN 1192.50 1319.08

LAST* 1190.00 1315.90
*At 10.30pm, After adjusting for import duty, In-
dian spot gold lower by $6.90 to US Comex gold 
price on Wednesday. The premium on local gold 
is due to tight supply following import curbs.
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Mumbai: Money is moving out of
India with other markets doing
well. Foreign institutional inves-
tors (FIIs) have pumped more than
$30 billion into the equities of Tai-
wan, South Korea, Japan, Brazil
and Canada since April 1. Data for
China, another country where
stocks have been surging, is not
available. India saw an out-
flow of more than .̀ 4,000
crore, excluding the FII in-
vestment in Sun Pharma,
during this period.

This follows the underper-
formance of Indian equities, 
analysts said.

“Our discussion with investors
suggests recent trimming of over-
weight positioning, especially as
India’s relative attractiveness was
diluted by some other markets do-
ing well,” said Gautam Chhaoch-
haria, head of India research at
UBS. “Indian markets have cor-
rected recently, reflecting reset of
growth trajectory expectations.”

FII selling intensified after fi-

nance minister Arun Jaitley justi-
fied the .̀ 40,000 crore minimum al-
ternate tax (MAT) demand on FIIs
on April 15. Since then, FIIs have
been continuous sellers, offloading
equities worth more than .̀ 9,500
crore, resulting in an 8% slide in
the benchmark BSE Sensex. 

More than 65 foreign portfolio in-
vestors (FPIs) have been asked to
pay 20% MAT for capital gains
made in India.

“Minimum alternate tax has cre-
ated some uncertainty
among the foreign investors,
which triggered some FII out-
flow,” said UR Bhat, manag-
ing director, Dalton Capital.

Chinese markets have risen
over 30% since April 1, whereas the
Brazil benchmark index gave a re-
turn of 19%. Taiwan and South Ko-
rea’s stocks gained 5% each in dol-
lar terms. FIIs have invested $4
billion each in Taiwan and South
Korea, $17 billion in Japan and $2.5
billion in Brazil since then. 

The reallocation of global portfo-
lio flows into China, despite growth
concerns, has resulted in the
Shanghai Composite Index rising
2.5 times over the past year, with its

trailing PE widening to 22 times
from 10 a year back.

“Issues such as MAT, stalemate on
the land acquisition bill and (poor)
quarterly earnings made FIIs sell
India and invest in underperform-
ing markets such as China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan and South Korea,”
said Gautam Trivedi, CEO, Reli-
gare Capital Markets.

Sakthi Siva, head of Asia Pacific
and global emerging markets equi-
ty strategy, Credit Suisse, said, “We
continue to (be) overweight the
cheapest four markets — China,
Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan —
on P/B (price-book) versus RoE (re-
turn on equity) valuation model.”

India was the best among emerg-
ing markets a few months ago, at
least from a medium- to long-term
perspective, analysts said.

“The over-allocation of portfolio
flows into emerging markets, 
including India, prompted 
investors to overlook the tepid
near-term growth while pricing
in the outcomes from rather un-
certain but optimistic longer-
term horizon — FY17 and FY18,”
said Dhananjay Sinha, head of re-
search, Emkay Global.

FIIs Trim India Exposure as Other
Markets Become More Attractive 
FIIs have sold shares worth more than .̀ 9,500 crore since April 15 

GAUTAM TRIVEDI
CEO, Religare Capital Markets

Issues such as MAT, stalemate on 
the land bill and (poor) quarterly 
earnings made FIIs sell India and 
invest in markets such as China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea
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ET Intelligence Group: High-speed
traders, better known as algo traders
whose dealings are driven by dynamic
software programs, deepened the slide in a
market that was already edgy. As the mar-
ket fell on Wednesday, algorithmic trading
programs triggered further selling.

According to Bloomberg data, four large
orders in Nifty May futures, ranging be-
tween 7,000 and 39,000 contracts, were
traded between 9:41am and 9:53am. The
deals were worth .̀ 1,470 crore. This accen-
tuated the correction in equity indices.

The largest contract comprised of
38,889 Nifty May futures contracts traded
at 9:41 am, having a deal size of around
.̀ 800 crore. Given that the Nifty futures
have a lot size of 25, these four deals
amounted to 17.87 lakh Nifty shares.
Traders believe that these orders largely
came from algo traders.

Algorithmic trading is a programmed
trading method, in which the computer
executes the pre-programmed trading in-
structions, accounting for a variety of
variables such as timing, price and vol-
ume. Once the fall in Nifty breached some
of the critical support levels, it generated
heavy sell orders from algo traders. Al-
most 22% of total orders in derivative
market are from algo trades. 

The sell-off on Wednesday gathered mo-
mentum as Nifty continued to decline
even after breaching all three critical
support levels. First, Nifty dropped be-
low the crucial 200-day moving average.
Second, the index slipped below Tues-

day’s closing levels of 8,280. Lastly, Nifty
breached the expiry day level of 8,181.

“Nifty dropped below the three impor-
tant pivot points. This led to multiplier
effect on the fall of Nifty and it generated

several sell orders from algo 
traders,” said Nilesh Dedhia, founder of
NTD Trading.

The ‘pyramid’ investment strategy by al-
go traders adds to the intensity whenever
a key stock index level is breached. 

Consider this: If an algo trader has de-
vised a strategy to sell Nifty if it dips to
8,300, the program will aggressively
double- or triple-up the bet if certain
other levels below it are breached. Ag-
gressive bearish bets by the algo traders
further pulled down the market on
Wednesday. The key objective of algo
traders is to make absolute returns rath-
er than percentage returns. This invest-
ment philosophy is quite contrary to the
traditional manual trader — who tries to
average their position by buying stocks
when the market dips.

Algo Trades Make the
Cut Deeper for D Street

Flashing Those Bearish Bets

1 Algo broken 8,330 Trendline support

2 Algo broken 8,270 200-day moving average

3 Algo broken 8,210 Earlier-day-low broken

Key Algorithm Trade Pivots for Nifty

Source: NTD trading

Pivot Point Remark

09:41:11 38,899 8,224.85

09:48:02 12,881 8,218.40

09:53:41 12,404 8,233.30

09:44:13 7,308 8,248.25

May Future’s Big Trades on Wed

Source: Bloomberg
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Four large orders in 
Nifty May futures worth 
.̀ 1,470 cr in early trade
worsened the slide 

Market Still in a Bear Grip, 
Nifty May Fall 2-5% More
The steep decline in the market on Wednesday has left it susceptible to a sharper fall. Leading technical analysts do 
not rule out a decline in the Nifty to 7700-7900-levels, which could be  2-5% below Wednesday’s closing of  8,097. While 
analysts are hopeful that the indices could rebound from those levels,  such a bounce-back would be short-lived.
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Where is the market headed?
Post a ‘Doji’ on Nifty at the peak of 9100, 
it saw another ‘Bearish engulfing pattern’ 
on the weekly chart around 8800. These 
formations clearly indicate that the 

down-trend is intact and pullbacks 
should be used as an opportunity 
to sell. A breakdown from an upward 
sloping channel adds to this breakdown 
and indicates bearishness. Our statistical 

model continues to recommend under-
performance in Nifty compared to 
other Global Equity Markets.

What should investors do?
The downtrend can accelerate for an 
initial target of 7700 and pull back, if any, 
should be used as an opportunity to sell. 

The range of 8350-8400 is a strong 
resistance for near term.

ASHU BAGRI
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Where is the market headed?
Since Nifty futures have closed below 

8160, the next support is at 7905 
(7905 is the 38.20% price extension 
which we have drawn from low of 2228 
to a high of 6336). Only, a close above 
8160 will take Nifty futures to higher 
levels of 8390.

What should investors do?

Buying at lower levels is advisable 
for investors with a three-month 
view as we see a pullback in the month 
of June and July can be top of the 
pullback rally. We are saying this because 
MACD has given a negative divergence in 
the month chart. Generally, there is a pull 
back after a negative divergence for the 
short term. On long-term basis, market 
has turn bearish.  One can look to buy 
Sesa Sterlite for a short-term trade.

Where is the market headed?
The markets tanked on Wednesday 
with the Nifty closing lower by almost 
230 points decisively breaking the 
very significant support level of 8270-
8280. This clearly indicates that the 

immediate short term will see some 
more downside with 7960 being 
the next likely target. In case that 
level is not held on to, 7730 is the next 
likely target.

What should investors do?

At a close of 8097, a bounce-back of 
more than 50 to 70 points looks 
unlikely with 8180 being a very strong 

resistance. For traders, the broad 
range for the Nifty over the next 
few trading sessions is likely to be 
7950 to 8150.

NILESH DEDHIA
Founder, NTD Trading

Nifty dropped below 
the three important pivot
points. This led to multiplier
effect on the fall of Nifty 
and it generated several sell
orders from algo traders
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Mumbai: The yield on Indian sover-
eign bonds due 2024 rose to the highest
level since January and the rupee
weakened as a surge in oil prices raised
concern over inflation and the central
bank’s ability to cut interest rates.

Brent crude has climbed 3.9% in the
past two days, threatening to raise im-
port costs for India, which gets about
80% of its oil from overseas. Prices ral-
lied 21% in April, following a 49%
plunge in the year through March that
helped slow consumer inflation and
prompted the Reserve Bank of India to
lower borrowing costs.

“Higher oil prices are becoming a
cause for concern for Indian markets,”
said Paresh Nayar, head of currency

and money markets at FirstRand 
in Mumbai. “There’s been some selling
of bonds in the last few days as the 
rupee’s weakness is also weighing on
sentiment.”

The yield on the 8.4% notes due July
2024, the current 10-year benchmark,
rose four basis points, or 0.04 percent-
age point, to 7.89% in Mumbai. Demand
for the 2024 bonds has been hurt also by
speculation that India will soon issue a
new 10-year benchmark security. 

“Investors are reshuffling their port-
folio to make room for the new paper,”
said Badrish Kulhalli, a fixed-income
fund manager at HDFC Standard Life.

The rupee dropped 0.2% to 63.54 a dol-
lar. It weakened 1.5% in April in Asia’s
worst performance as data showed In-
dia’s trade deficit widened the previous
month amid a slump in exports.

Yields Rise to 4-Month High
as Oil Climbs, Rupee Drops


